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1. Diplomatic Actions: Following delivery of the Soviet message to the
President by Ambassador Dobrynin, the President called a meeting of the
National Security Council. Thereafter, at the President's request, the
Secretary called in Dobrynin and informed him that the Soviet message had
been received by the United States Government with deep concern. The
Secretary said we failed to understand the reference in the Soviet note to
an alleged request for assistance by the Czechoslovak Government and also
failed to understand the reference to "external .•. forces of aggression."
Our missions in NATO capitals and in USNATO have been authorized to conrrnunicate
to our allies the substance of the Secretary's remarks to Dobrynin and also the
text of the Soviet note. (The British received a similar note.) We are asking
NATO SYG Brosio to call a meeting of the NAC to discuss the situation created
by the Soviet intervention. (STATE 224674, 224690, 224681)
2. Suspension of Disarmament Negotiations: We have suspended action on the
proposed technical talks with the Soviet Union on peaceful nuclear explosions.
(STATE 224685). We have also instructed our delegation to the ENDC in Geneva
to hold up agreement to the draft ENDC report until receipt of further
instructions. (STATE 224684)
3. Border Security Measures: We have instructed Embassy Bonn and USCINCEUR
to review border security procedures and coordination arrangements between US
and FRG authorities. (STATE 224682). USAREUR, with EUCOM concurrence, has
requested permission to man additional border observation posts and increase
helicopter flights along the FRG-Czechoslovak frontier. (CINCUSAREUR Telegram
2105252 Aug 68)
4. Situation in Prague: Our Embassy in Prague reports that Radio Prague
announcers described the scene outside the station where citizens had put up
barricades; heavy firing could be heard in the background. Firing was also
heard from the Embassy. (Prague 3038). At 0755 local, Radio Prague announced
that the National Assembly Presidium had adopted a resolution addressed to the
leaders and parliaments of the five occupying countries calling for withdrawal
of their forces. At 0820, Radio Prague carried a brief address by President
Svoboda which emphasized his position as elected President of Czechoslovakia
and appealed to the population for calm. (Prague 4575)
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5. Advice to American Citizens: At the request of Embassy Prague (Prague 3031
and 3035), VOA is broadcasting advice to American citizens in Czechoslovakia
to stay where they are, keep in touch with the Embassy, and listen to VOA.
According to the Department's preliminary estimate, there are about 1,300
American citizens in the CSSR, including 80 official personnel and their
dependents, 400 residents and 800 tourists. All Foreign Service posts have
been instructed to advise all American citizens to defer travel to Czechoslovakia until further notice. (STATE 224686)
6. LIMITEL in Effect: LIMITEL has been imposed on Embassies Sofia, Moscow,
Prague, Warsaw, and Budapest until further notice.
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